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#1 New Release on !Want to know how to make a movie on a tight budget?How to make a movie:

Filmmaker Rickey Bird and screenwriter and novelist Al Guevara are on a mission to help indie

moviemakers everywhere. Todayâ€™s indie film market is growing by leaps and bounds. At the

same time, many aspiring filmmakers are running into their share of problems: not enough money

for crews over budget and more than likely making the wrong movie canâ€™t get the attention of an

indie studio should have started with a short film to gain attentionCheap Movie Tricks: Film school

numbers arenâ€™t down. Theyâ€™re increasing at more than 2,600 film-related courses worldwide.

You probably didnâ€™t even realize 48% of all film schools are in the U.S. and U.K. Thousands of

aspiring filmmakers are literally learning how to use cheaper, widely available filmmaking

technology, as well as the craft of making movies from books pulled from bookstore and library

shelves. Theyâ€™re totally DIY and the most creative people you will ever meet. Rickey Birdâ€™s

Hectic Films is a Southern California enterprise that is building a filmmaking empire on a budget. His

short films, feature films, micro docs and tutorials have landed in some of the biggest American film

festivals and been seen online throughout the world. The result? Millions of views worth of exposure

from films online, in festivals and creative marketing literally on the street. His many projects have

seen leading B actors like Hulk Hogan and Vernon Wells (Mad Max Road Warrior), make-up artists

from the TV show Grimm, and stuntmen from the Call of Duty games.What youâ€™ll learn inside

this book: how planning and shooting a short film today can lead to a feature-length project

tomorrow everything you need to know about writing a movie project on a burger budget tips on how

to find locations and not get arrested shooting tips galore for building exciting scenes sound and film

editing tips and all kinds of special effects wizardry, including puppetry screenings, promotions and

juicy tips on film festival strategy
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This book is more than just a book, it's a tool kit helping you start from scratch with nothing and

create a good film, market it and enter into fests. There is more info on cheapmovietricks.net for

more tips and tricks.

This book is perfect for anyone looking to make films. It covers every aspect of taking your concept

from script to screen. This book is highly recommended for those who want to get into filmmaking

and/or want to know step by step what goes into creating a short film. With Rickey Bird's years of

cinematic experience you are in good hands as he guides you through the entire process of creating

a short film at a modest budget. Thank you Rickey for sharing your knowledge and love for film with

the world. Stay Hectic!!

I teach film and video for high school students and am always looking for great ideas to teach that

don't cost an arm and a leg. Not only are there a ton of really good ideas in this book, but the "looks"

they give now allow their short films to be entered and compete into short film festivals that will

match the competition. My students really like the writing style in the book--the pace is fast and

entertaining. Like most independent filmmakers, I don't have a lot of money for my projects, and a

minimal amount for my students (fundraising budget), and now this book helps even the playing

field.

This guy knows his stuff!! I've been a fan of Hectic Films for years! I am excited to apply some of

these cheap, but high quality, tips to my own filmmaking career!
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